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Large, crowdsourced ASR datasets are good candidates
for driving TTS research in future directions, as they inher-
ently exhibit the larger speaker variability (in terms of accent,
speaking style, speaking rate, etc.) required for TTS systems
to model diverse speakers. However, problems such as noise,
low bandwidth, mispronunciation, variation in recording con-
ditions, etc., hinder their usability for TTS training.

In this paper, we focus on automatically selecting high-
quality training samples from a crowdsourced dataset, using
Common Voice English [8] as an example. In this context,
quality cannot be estimated via subjective listening tests, that
are intractable with 1.4 M utterances, or objective metrics like
PESQ [9] that require a reference signal. Instead, we leverage
the increasing accuracy of deep learning based, non-intrusive
quality estimators. Specifically, we use a self-supervised
model fine-tuned for mean opinion score (MOS) estimation,
WV-MOS [10], and select the speakers whose average WV-
MOS score across all utterances is above a threshold. We
evaluate the intelligibility, audio quality and speaker similar-
ity of the utterances generated by a multi-speaker GlowTTS
model trained on the resulting dataset, and also briefly explore
the other factors not captured by WV-MOS.

Section 2 describes related works on TTS dataset creation,
TTS training on noisy speech, and MOS estimation. Section 3
describes the Common Voice dataset, its properties and limi-
tations. Sections 4 and 5 describe our method and the experi-
ments performed to validate it. We conclude in Section 6.

2. RELATED WORK

Several multi-speaker datasets have been collected in recent
years for TTS applications [6, 7]. To create these corpora, re-
searchers either record utterances in semi-anechoic chambers
for good signal quality, or utilise various methods to select
utterances from audiobooks, as this is less cumbersome. For
example, the LibriTTS dataset was derived from the popular
LibriSpeech ASR dataset [11] by trimming silences and fil-
tering out utterances with low estimated signal-to-noise ratio
(SNR). Although this filtering step is not perfect and allows
a few noisy samples to remain uncaught, the resulting dataset
is believed to be good enough for TTS since the original Lib-
riSpeech is higher-quality than Common Voice on average.

A few works have used other metrics such as the word er-

ABSTRACT

Training of multi-speaker text-to-speech (TTS) systems relies 
on curated datasets based on high-quality recordings or au-
diobooks. Such datasets often lack speaker diversity and are 
expensive to collect. As an alternative, recent studies have 
leveraged the availability of large, crowdsourced automatic 
speech recognition (ASR) datasets. A major problem with 
such datasets is the presence of noisy and/or distorted sam-
ples, which degrade TTS quality. In this paper, we propose 
to automatically select high-quality training samples using 
a non-intrusive mean opinion score (MOS) estimator, WV-
MOS. We show the viability of this approach for training a 
multi-speaker GlowTTS model on the Common Voice En-
glish dataset. Our approach improves the overall quality of 
generated utterances by 1.26 MOS point with respect to train-
ing on all the samples and by 0.35 MOS point with respect to 
training on the LibriTTS dataset. This opens the door to au-
tomatic TTS dataset curation for a wider range of languages.

Index Terms— Multi-speaker text-to-speech, Common 
Voice, crowdsourced corpus, non-intrusive quality estimation

1. INTRODUCTION

Research on text-to-speech (TTS) is increasingly focusing on 
multi-speaker TTS as it is more challenging and often re-
quires explicit modelling of speaker characteristics. This in-
terest has helped improve the performance of multi-speaker 
TTS in terms of prosody [1], expressiveness [2], new speaker 
generation [3], zero-shot training [4], and synthetic data gen-
eration for downstream tasks like automatic speech recogni-
tion (ASR) [5], among others. Depending on the application, 
different characteristics of speech need to be modeled. For ex-
ample, for synthetic ASR training data generation, it is neces-
sary for the model to have seen diverse speakers and accents.

Datasets currently used for TTS system training fall into 
two categories, namely studio-quality TTS datasets such as 
VCTK [6], and TTS datasets curated from audiobooks such as 
LibriTTS [7]. However, the VCTK dataset includes only 110 
speakers, and LibriTTS has a concentration of US English 
accents, which are not representative of the entire spectrum of 
speakers and accents. On top of that, the collection of datasets 
such as VCTK may be too expensive for some languages.



ror rate or the Mel cepstral distortion to automatically select
good training utterances from noisy speech datasets [12–14],
however they have only been demonstrated on small datasets
so far. Research on multi-speaker TTS training using noisy
speech has also focused on directly modelling the noise in
order to factor it out during inference [15, 16], and on encod-
ing all the environmental characteristics of speech for novel
speech generation in different conditions [17].

Recently, several methods have been proposed to auto-
matically measure the quality of speech utterances [18,19] but
they do not always generalise well outside of the training cor-
pus. Self-supervised pretrained models followed by a shallow
MOS regression head result in higher correlation with human
evaluators’ scores [20] than previous architectures. They also
generalise better to unseen speakers and utterances, and can
be used to evaluate the performance of speech processing sys-
tems for a variety of tasks [10].

3. THE COMMON VOICE DATASET

Common Voice [8] is a crowdsourced, Creative Commons
Zero licensed, read speech dataset currently available in over
93 languages. It contains recordings from volunteers who
read a text transcript sourced from public domain text. Each
utterance is up-voted or down-voted by volunteers according
to a list of criteria.1 These criteria are not very restrictive, e.g.,
various kinds of background noises are allowed. Utterances
with more than two up-votes are marked as validated. The
validated utterances are then split into train, development and
test sets, with non-overlapping speakers and sentences.

3.1. Analysing Common Voice Dataset Quality for TTS

Although the validated set has been widely exploited for ASR
[21], we observe some undesirable properties for TTS:

• Noise: Speech quality may be degraded by electromag-
netic noise or acoustic noise such as mouse clicks, low
frequency noise, background speakers and background
music, among others. Since the utterances are stored as
mp3, quantization noise can also sometimes be heard.

• Low bandwidth: Due to recording choices or high com-
pression, some audio files are low-pass filtered, with a
cutoff frequency that varies from one file to another.

• Mispronunciation: We observe mispronunciations of
“unfamiliar” words, variations in the pronunciation of
certain other words, and some utterances in other lan-
guages (e.g., German utterances in the English corpus).

• Unavailable speaker metadata: Age, gender and accent
information are not available for all speakers, while
some TTS systems require this information as input.

• Other factors include variable recording characteristics
(microphone, room, recording device), speaking rate,
and volume. These recording characteristics must be

1https://commonvoice.mozilla.org/en/criteria

ignored by models, and the speaking rate and volume,
while being inherent characteristics of the speaker, can
enlarge the space of variables to be considered.

These characteristics are generally not a hindrance for ASR
training, and they can even be desirable for robustness. How-
ever this is not the case for TTS training [7, 12].

3.2. Dataset Preparation

In the following, we use the English subset of Common Voice
(version 7.0). We exclude the predefined development and
test sets, and utterances longer than 16.7 s to allow large batch
sizes. We consider all other utterances in the 2015 h vali-
dated set as candidate TTS training samples. The samples are
preprocessed by resampling from 32 or 48 kHz to 16 kHz,
and removing beginning and end silences using pydub2 with
a threshold of -50 dBFS. The range of speaker duration is also
limited to between 20 min and 10 h by randomly selecting a
10 h subset of utterances for speakers with longer duration
and discarding speakers with less than 20 min total duration.

Furthermore, the training utterances are denoised using
the pretrained DPTNet model of Asteroid [22]. We run sep-
arate experiments for the original and denoised utterances to
evaluate the impact of denoising on the resulting TTS model.

4. METHODOLOGY

We filter the dataset by only selecting speakers with high au-
tomatically estimated MOS scores. We believe that utterances
from these speakers are of high quality and devoid of noise
and missing frequency bands. To ascertain this, we train dif-
ferent TTS models on the same dataset filtered at different
estimated MOS thresholds.

4.1. MOS Estimation

MOS estimation is performed using WV-MOS [10], a pre-
trained MOS estimation model.3 The model combines a pre-
trained wav2vec2.0 feature extractor and a 2-layer multi-layer
perceptron (MLP) head, which are jointly fine-tuned on the
subjective evaluation scores of the Voice Conversion Chal-
lenge 2018 using a mean squared error loss. It was shown to
correlate well with human quality judgment regarding noise
and low bandwidth [10, App. C].

Every speaker is assigned a single, speaker-level WV-
MOS score by averaging the estimated utterance-level scores.
We assume that recording and environmental conditions for
each speaker remain relatively constant.

We select all utterances from those speakers whose
speaker-level WV-MOS score is above a threshold of 4.0,
3.8, 3.5, 3.0, or 2.0, and compare the resulting TTS systems

2https://github.com/jiaaro/pydub
3https://github.com/AndreevP/WV-MOS
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with a baseline trained on all available data.4 Table 1 shows
the training data duration and number of speakers corre-
sponding to each WV-MOS threshold. The thresholds were
selected so as to balance data size and number of speakers.

Table 1: Training data duration and number of speakers for
various selected WV-MOS thresholds.

WV-MOS threshold Duration (h) Number of speakers
Baseline 636.27 633

WV-MOS ≥ 2.0 620.14 623
WV-MOS ≥ 3.0 532.14 537
WV-MOS ≥ 3.5 310.40 337
WV-MOS ≥ 3.8 187.40 183
WV-MOS ≥ 4.0 86.05 88

4.2. TTS Model

We evaluate the dataset quality for TTS training at each WV-
MOS threshold by training a multi-speaker GlowTTS model
[23], conditioned on an external speaker embedding, similar
to [4]. This model uses a Transformer encoder and a flow-
based decoder, along with a phoneme duration prediction net-
work. The model choice was influenced by its quality and its
relatively short training time compared to other TTS models.
Each utterance’s speaker embedding and the corresponding
sentence converted into phonemes are used as inputs to the
model during training. The output is a Mel-spectrogram.

For each utterance, we pre-compute a speaker embedding
from a speaker verification model5 trained on Voxceleb. The
embeddings are l2-normalised, 256-dimensional vectors.

Lastly, a 16 kHz HiFi-GAN V 1 vocoder [24] was trained
on the LibriTTS dataset to convert the generated Mel-spectro-
grams into audio signals. The vocoder was fixed and used to
evaluate all the TTS systems considered, as the relative trends
were true for vocoders trained on different datasets in our pre-
liminary experiments. As such, the trained vocoder was not
finetuned on Mel-spectrograms generated by GlowTTS so as
to objectively evaluate the generated Mel-spectrograms. All
experiments were carried out using the NeMo toolkit [25].

5. EXPERIMENTAL EVALUATION

5.1. Training Hyper-Parameters

All TTS models are trained using a global batch size of 128
or 256 on 4 GPUs (the noisier datasets only learn when the
batch size is large). The model is optimised using the RAdam
optimizer, a learning rate of 0.001, and a cosine-annealing
scheduler with linear warm up steps of 6,000. Each model
is trained until the validation loss stops decreasing for more

4In the case of denoised training samples, the WV-MOS score is com-
puted before denoising so that the list of selected speakers is not affected.

5https://github.com/resemble-ai/Resemblyzer

than 10 epochs. We select 504 utterances randomly from each
dataset for validation. At inference, the generation is done
with a noise scale of 0.667 and length scale of 1.0, which are
the best multi-speaker inference parameters reported in [23].

5.2. Objective Evaluation

To evaluate the TTS systems objectively, we generate utter-
ances for speakers seen and speakers unseen at training time.
80 speakers are randomly selected from the smallest subset
(WV-MOS ≥ 4.0) of Common Voice6 and from the VCTK
corpus to represent seen and unseen speakers, respectively.
For each speaker, a single speaker embedding is extracted
from a reference utterance of that speaker, that is either a ran-
domly selected utterance with duration longer than 2 s for
seen speakers or the fifth utterance (SpeakerID 005) as in [4]
for unseen speakers. The embeddings are used to generate
25 utterances for each speaker, using text sentences from the
VCTK corpus with more than 20 words. This results in a total
of 2, 000 test utterances for both seen and unseen speakers.

To measure the audio quality, speaker similarity, and intel-
ligibility of the generated utterances, we compute the average
WV-MOS score (WV-MOS), the cosine similarity between
the speaker embeddings of the generated and the reference
utterances (cos-sim), and the character error rate (CER), re-
spectively. The pretrained QuartzNet15x5 model from the
NeMo toolkit was used to compute the CER.

5.3. Subjective Evaluation

We also evaluate the TTS systems subjectively in terms of
overall quality (MOS) (whether audio sounds natural, non-
robotic, and noiseless), speaker similarity between the gener-
ated and reference utterances (S-MOS), and intelligibility. In
total, 24 volunteers participated in the evaluation.

For MOS and S-MOS, we selected 2 unseen male speak-
ers (p245 and p254) and 2 unseen female speakers (p231 and
p250) from the VCTK corpus, and generated 5 utterances per
speaker for all TTS models. Volunteers were asked to listen to
the utterances carefully and give an MOS score for each utter-
ance on a 1–5 scale, then an S-MOS score on a 1–5 scale with
respect to a VCTK reference utterance. They were asked to
ignore the speaking rate in their scoring, as the VCTK refer-
ence speaker often speaks faster than the generated utterances.

To measure intelligibility, we apply the minimal pair ap-
proach [26]. A minimal pair is a pair of words that vary by
only one phoneme, e.g., sea/she.7. This approach helps iden-
tify deficiencies in phoneme generation by the TTS systems,
and it is widely used by phoneticians. In the evaluation, a car-
rier audio containing one of the pairs is presented to the eval-
uator and the evaluator has to select the word heard among

6By design, all speakers in that subset are also included in the lower WV-
MOS threshold training subsets.

7We select minimal pairs from https://www.englishclub.com/
pronunciation/minimal-pairs.htm
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three options: the correct word (e.g., sea), its minimal pair
(e.g., she) or none of these. The proportion of correctly asso-
ciated words is then computed as the intelligibility score. 25
minimal pairs were evaluated for each model considered.

5.4. Results

5.4.1. Impact of the WV-MOS Threshold

Figure 1 shows the objective evaluation plots. The WV-MOS
scores in Fig. 1a follow an increasing trend from the baseline
to the WV-MOS ≥ 4.0 dataset. Subjective MOS results in Ta-
ble 2 also corroborate this. This indicates that filtering based
on WV-MOS scores improves the quality as expected.

In Fig. 1b, for models trained on original data, the cos-sim
for seen speakers shows an increasing trend, while the cos-
sim for unseen speakers is lowest at the two ends of the plot.
We see a similar trend in Table 2 for the S-MOS of unseen
speakers. This indicates that more training speakers are key
for modelling speaker variability.

In Fig. 1c, the CER decreases steadily from the noisy
baseline dataset to the less noisy WV-MOS datasets for both
seen and unseen speakers. We see a reduction of more than
50 % in the CER from the baseline to the WV-MOS ≥ 4.0
dataset. This indicates that intelligibility is mostly affected
by the quality of the dataset, not the size.

The lowest quality datasets (Baseline vs. WV-MOS ≥
2.0) do not follow these trends due to the higher variance in
utterance-level WV-MOS scores for lower-quality speakers.

Table 2: Subjective / objective quality (MOS / WV-MOS) and
speaker similarity (S-MOS / cos-sim) of utterances generated
for 4 unseen speakers by TTS models trained on the base-
line dataset and the WV-MOS ≥ 3.0 and WV-MOS ≥ 4.0
datasets. Bold numbers denote the best system in each row
and the systems statistically equivalent to it.

Baseline WV-MOS ≥ 3.0 WV-MOS ≥ 4.0
MOS 2.35 3.12 3.69
WV-MOS 3.63 3.59 4.09
S-MOS 2.69 2.90 2.79
cos-sim 0.831 0.845 0.832

5.4.2. Impact of Denoising Training Utterances

As seen in Figs. 1a and 1c, the WV-MOS scores and CER for
unseen speakers follow the same trend, whether the training
data are denoised or not. Furthermore, denoising degrades the
WV-MOS score and the CER, except for low quality datasets
in the case of the CER. In Fig. 1b, we see that denoising
also degrades the cos-sim score, except for the baseline. This
shows that some speaker information may be lost during de-
noising. We conclude that denoising is not beneficial and au-
tomatically selecting high-quality samples is the best strategy.
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(a) WV-MOS scores for seen and unseen speakers.
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(b) Cosine similarity between speaker embeddings.
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(c) CER for seen and unseen speakers.

Fig. 1: Objective quality (WV-MOS), speaker similarity (cos-
sim) and intelligibility (CER) of utterances generated for 80
seen and 80 unseen speakers by TTS models trained on orig-
inal or denoised samples above a given WV-MOS threshold.

5.4.3. Common Voice vs. LibriTTS

We compare our dataset curation method to a standard TTS
dataset: LibriTTS. Since LibriTTS has more speakers (2,484)
and more data (492.68 h after discarding utterances longer



Table 3: Subjective quality (MOS), speaker similarity (S-MOS) and intelligibility of utterances generated for 4 unseen speakers
by TTS models trained on the baseline dataset, LibriTTS, and the WV-MOS ≥ 4.0-all dataset. Corresponding objective scores
(WV-MOS and cos-sim) are included. Bold numbers denote the best system in each row and the systems statistically equivalent
to it. Copy-synthesis on VCTK speech (VCTK-copy) provides an upper bound on the achievable speaker similarity.

Baseline LibriTTS WV-MOS ≥ 4.0-all VCTK-copy

MOS
Male 2.44 3.15 3.70 -
Female 2.26 3.38 3.52 -
Total 2.35 3.26 3.61 -

WV-MOS 3.63 3.75 3.80 -

S-MOS
Male 2.92 2.95 3.02 4.50
Female 2.46 2.53 2.73 4.73
Total 2.69 2.74 2.88 4.61

cos-sim 0.831 0.861 0.861 0.869

Intelligibility score 0.72 0.82 0.82 -

than 16.7 s) than the WV-MOS ≥ 4.0 dataset, we select all
speakers with WV-MOS above 4.0, without setting a 20 min
lower bound on total speaker duration. We call the resulting
4,469-speaker, 230.75 h dataset WV-MOS ≥ 4.0-all. Table 3
evaluates the utterances generated by the TTS models trained
on this dataset vs. LibriTTS for unseen speakers.

Training on WV-MOS ≥ 4.0-all results in a similar intel-
ligibility score to training on LibriTTS.

The S-MOS score is highest when training on WV-MOS ≥
4.0-all, however we still see a large gap in S-MOS between
this model and the VCTK-copy topline, which leaves room
for further improvement in speaker modelling. We notice that
male S-MOS scores are higher than female S-MOS scores for
both datasets, which indicates that male speakers are better
modelled by models trained on either dataset.

Finally, while the WV-MOS scores for utterances gener-
ated by training on WV-MOS ≥ 4.0-all vs. training on Lib-
riTTS are not statistically different, volunteers consistently
gave higher MOS scores to the former, with an average im-
provement of 0.35 MOS point. Male speakers are assigned
higher MOS scores, unlike LibriTTS where female voices are
given higher MOS scores (in line with [7]).

5.4.4. Other factors not captured by WV-MOS

We performed experiments on a medium quality dataset,
WV-MOS ≥ 3.5, to assess the impact of other factors. First,
we removed sentences in a foreign language by using a lan-
guage identification tool, LangID 8, to filter out sentences
with English language probability lower than 0.8. Second,
using the same pretrained ASR model as above, we dropped
utterances with a CER above 0.4 for better alignment of train-
ing text to utterances. Third, we filtered utterances according
to their WV-MOS at the utterance level, instead of the speaker
level. Finally, we removed pauses longer than 180 ms inside

8https://github.com/saffsd/langid.py

utterances using a voice activity detector.9 Each of these ex-
periments resulted in discarding less than 1.5 % of the initial
dataset. Informal listening tests did not show any improve-
ment in quality and intelligibility. Although this would have
required more formal tests to validate, we conclude that the
other factors not captured by WV-MOS are not critical.

6. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we successfully improved the overall quality,
speaker similarity, and intelligibility of utterances generated
by a multi-speaker TTS model trained on the Common Voice
English dataset. This was achieved by selecting high-quality
training samples using a non-intrusive MOS estimator. Fur-
thermore, we showed that denoising reduces the CER and in-
creases the speaker similarity score (cos-sim) of generated ut-
terances when the dataset is noisy, but degrades performance
otherwise. The resulting automatically curated dataset shows
promise for future TTS experiments, as it outperforms Lib-
riTTS in terms of both subjective quality and speaker similar-
ity. The applied approach is generic and could enable the cre-
ation of TTS training datasets for languages for which man-
ual curation is not financially viable. In future work, we will
report the impact of vocoder training data quality on the ab-
solute performance of the system.
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